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Executive summary

Bank Asia started their journey in the concept of reduce the poverty of Bangladesh. After 10 years later the bank keeps their promise and serving the customer to a great extent. The report indicates the customer attitude towards the online banking service of Bank Asia. I have chosen the topic because internet service is growing day by day. Almost every organizations are adapting online service for smoothing and improving their service. Bank Asia is also following the path to become better and bigger. There is a context in my report where every point is covered properly. The report explained a brief overview of the organization, function of the business of the organization. The first chapter of this report contains the limitation, rationale of the study, research questions, objective of the study is covered. In my report the second point is to do the literature review on online banking service. There is various journal, books are published to explain the online banking service. I took the information from that and complete the part. The chapter 3 included the methodology of the report. That indicates from which source I had collected data. There are two sources from where the data had been collected. One is secondary data one is primary data. In chapter 4, to get the actual scenario of their service there was a survey conducted where the sample size was 70. The targeted audience was the customers of Bank Asia who had visited the bank. From their response I was able to find out the ultimate’s satisfaction of customers towards the online banking service. There were some graphical pictures were attached to indicate their response on questions. In chapter 5, the there was a finding put on the report. Where we can examine that, are the customers have positive attitude towards the online banking service or not. In chapter 6, there was a recommendation are added to improve the internet Banking service and what further steps should be done by the bank. In chapter 7 the whole summary of the report has been given. In chapter 9 and 10 reference and appendix are attached.
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Organizational Overview

Profile of the organization

From early 90’s Bangladesh always encounter the quick development of economic growth. To develop the economy of a developing country private banks always plays an important role. To contribute the economy, to introduce the financial facilities, urbanizing the people of Bangladesh Bank Asia started its journey. The tagline of Bank Asia is “For a better tomorrow”. A gathering of enthusiastic entrepreneurs came out the concept of bringing change to the general people and providing the high quality of life for them. It received the certificate of incorporation on September 28, 1999. In November 27, 1999 Bank Asia began its business operation with an approved capital of Tk.800million.

Bank Asia is a third-generation commercial bank. Even though after 18 years later the Bank continue to keep promise keep on contributing the economy of the country. There are 63 banks are operating in Bangladesh. However, it has successfully kept its legacy even after years later. Currently 127 branches of Bank Asia operate in Bangladesh. With the help of some dynamic employees and the chairman of the organization this bank simultaneously growing far. Currently 2087 full time employees are working for providing the banking service at a standardized way. This bank not only keep their footsteps on the local money market, but also it has expanded its business in the foreign currency.

One more success of this organization is it acquired the business operation of Nova Scotia in Dhaka before than any other bank in Bangladesh. This bank also acquired the Bangladesh operation of Muslim Commercial Bank Ltd (MCB) a Pakistani Bank. For that reason, a huge number of customers are included in their organization. The bank took their height in a new place when the public offering share of the bank was 55 times that was created a record in our capital market’s story. The ultimate goal of this bank is to educate the people with technology and innovating products. For that reason, it serves people with ATM, Tele banking, SMS and Net banking so that people can keep pace with the technological development. Currently in Dhaka there are 52 ATM booth for serving the customer. Total 107 ATM Booths are available in Bangladesh. The Chairman of Bank Asia claimed that, in the upcoming days the bank will involve in serving the people with latest value added and modern banking service.
The asset of Bank Asia is remarkably growing very fast. In 2013 the total asset of Bank Asia was 163,778 million Taka. In 2014 the amount reached in 182,731 million Taka. In 2015 total assets of this bank was 224,347 million Taka. Finally, the amount of total asset of Bank Asia was 253,196 million Taka. That means that the assets of this bank every year increase.

Bank Asia successfully keep on contributing in the nearby currency market and also in the outside market. However, the best part is this did not affect the bank at all. This bank at a same time keep contributing in the Treasury bill and different securities. Bank Asia is rely on its IT sector that much that they started the SMS managing account, the app called Stellar directly connected to the customer’s account. For connecting the accounts there is no pre requisition is needed. The bank is growing and in the path of achieving its goal by relying the technological invention and powerful employees.

The head office of Bank Asia is situated in Motijheel Dhaka, Bangladesh. In Dhaka there are twelve branches. In Chittagong three branches, one in Munshiganj, one in Sylhet and one in Kishorganj and one in Barishal. There are 127 branches of Bank Asia currently operating in the whole Bangladesh. They want to expand their business and contribute to the economy of Bangladesh.

**Vision of Bank Asia Limited:**

Vision means in future where the organization wants to see itself. Vision is the ultimate goal of the organization. The vision of Bank Asia is to establish the country poverty free for the new era, keep similarity with the national dream. Also, the organization has the goal is to build the country in this way where the human dignity and human rights get the foremost priority.

**Mission:**

The missions of Bank Asia are-

- Serving customers with high quality services and involve in the development and betterment of the economy of the country.

- To stand against the expectation and fulfill the demand of the customer, shareholder, clients and workers.

- To become the bank most looked for bank in Bangladesh by delivering the high advanced service with the group of experts serving innovation
Core Values:

The vital value of Bank Asia is given blow-

Design the product and service in that way where the customers get the highest priority and customers can get their desirable service from doing banking service in this bank.

To deal with the customer, client, shareholder moral standard and clarity should be present.

Not only developing the banking service the bank is up to developing for the betterment of the society

Ensuring the work life balance of the employees so that they have willingness to contribute for the bank. Also, to get a long term benefits they have to motivate and encourage the employees.

Produce such products that are not vulnerable to the environment.

With the Excellency of providing service to the client they can add value to the stakeholders.

Description of total business:

Bank Asia covers a huge area of financing like others bank and financial institute. For that reason, they have divided their banking in a different wing. They are given below.

1.Retail Banking:

Bank Asia provide a lot of verity of retail banking. It is basically consumer banking. It includes different types of deposit account like savings account, sort time deposit, fixed term deposit, pension scheme, triple benefit plus, monthly benefit plus scheme, dps and current account. Under retail banking they financing individual by car loan, personal loan for professional, house financing, senior citizen support. They provide debit card and various type of credit card for local currency, dual currency, rfcd and others scheme. They also financing in rural area for different types of agricultural project. Internet banking, Smart app, mobile banking all goes under retailbanking.
2. Corporate Banking:

Bank Asia Ltd provides its corporate client financial and strategic advice and vast and wide variety of product. Their main products are General Corporate Finance, Export Finance, Project Finance, Syndication Finance, Work Order Finance, Cash Management and Offshore Banking.

Islamic Banking:

In 2008 Bank Asia start their Islamic banking where they provide deposit scheme like al wadiah current account and muradaba savings account. They also provide profit sharing scheme and investment and corporate scheme under Islamic banking window.

3. SME Banking:

For small entrepreneur Bank Asia provide different types of scheme for service, trading manufacturing. They provide separate scheme for women entrepreneur. Most interestingly they provide financing for seasonal business under the name of Utshob - seasonal business.

4. Agent Banking:

Bank Asia mainly doing business in urban and semi urban area. For this a large number of people stayed in rural area remain un-banked. To provide banking facility to this un-banked people Bank Asia start agent banking service all over the country. Now they operate their agent banking service in 39 districts.

Source: https://www.bankasia-bd.com/
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Bank Asia
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW®
1. **Introduction:**

To keep pace with the technological advances Bank Asia is adapting the internet banking features. They have introduced that products and service that can serve the betterment of the customers. There are different kinds of products and services are utilized to serve the users. The study is based on the topic-is customer’s attitude is positive toward the online banking service of Bank Asia?

*Rationale of the study:*

The use of internet is not only limited within a small portion of our life. In every part of our life we are continuously use internet to get updated and connected with the world. To keep pace with the technology Banks are adapting internet service to their customer. Not only customers but also the bank itself gets benefited for adapting internet banking. Almost every banks of Bangladesh is adapting internet banking for developing the services. Through the use of internet banking people can easily get their services. With the help of E-banking service people can get the services in a time-consuming way and affordable price. The idea of E-banking is new to the customer’s mind of Bangladesh. However, the facilities of online banking direct the customers to repeatedly use the E-banking facilities. For that reason, ultimately the customer satisfaction towards bank has grown.

As, online banking is a emerging concept for the customer of Bangladesh. For keeping pace this concept “Customer satisfaction toward Online banking of Bank Asia” is a value-added topic to analyze.

**Statement of the problem:**

While doing the report on “Online banking of Bank Asia” there are three types of problems statement arise. The first point is, what are the factors that customers drive to use the online banking of Bank Asia? This is the main purpose of the report is to find out the reasons of using online banking of customers. Then, to learn about the actual scenario a survey where the sample size is 60 conducted.
After that, with the result of the survey and response the prospects and limitation of implementing Online banking service of Bank Asia is got revealed. That can help the organization to improve their strategy for future.

Scope and delimitation of the study:

Internet facilities are spread all over the world. Both public and private banks are enthusiastic to facilitate the benefits to their customers. The report covers the elements and factors that derives the customer to take the E-banking facilities. This report describes very detailed concept of E-banking what is very confidential. So, the students can take lessons and can use this for the future. Also, while doing the internship I got to know the activities and internal affairs that others cannot easily find out from outside. From collecting data to analysis of the problem every time I got to involve myself with the internal affair of this organization. So, it is a very broad opportunity for me to involve in the corporate world.

Objective of the report:

The vital objective of the report is to know the organization very precisely. Sometimes only doing 3 months cannot give the result that report writing gives to the student.

• To learn about the products and service of Bank Asia online banking
  Understand the factors to improve the online banking service of Bank Asia

• To know the limitation of delivering the service to the customers of Bank Asia

• Analyze the customers expectation form Bank Asia through the survey questions

• The report serves to examine and analyze the online banking service of Bank Asia To use the knowledge of internship report in the future purpose

Research question: The research question of this report, are the customer satisfied towards the online banking of Bank Asia of Banani Branch?
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
**Literature review:**

Like other services Banks are adapting new formulas to improve their performance in front of the customers. Customers are tech savvy, for that reason they want the service that they can be easily accessed. In Bangladesh the banks are disclosing all the information for the easiness of the customer. Not only the Private Banks are going to the concept of internet banking service the central Bank also encouraging the other banks to adapt the new concept “Internet banking service”. The concept internet banking has taken the banking service in a way were people can stay in their home and doing banking transaction. After adapting the Internet banking both the customer and bank get the facilities.

According to Singhal & Padmanabhan (2008) internet banking is widely used concept in this era. Through internet banking people can be facilitated like- bill payment, fund transfer, view balance of the account, purchase financial instrument and certificate of deposit.

Ezhou and Chou (2000) said that, customer can enjoy five types of services in online banking: view account balance and transaction, pay bill, transfer fund between accounts, ordering check, requesting credit card. People can avail these facilities from online banking service.

According to, Ching, 2008; Lamb et al, 2002 claimed that the electronic banking transaction can help to meet with the expectation of the customer and build a closer relationship with customer. In future that relationship will help the bank to gain success.

Smith & Chaffey claimed that, online banking service increase the customer satisfaction because if the bank adapts online banking service, they can improve their service quality, performance. Moreover, the customers also easily use their services. So, ultimately customer’s satisfaction toward bank will increase.

Amin (2010) said that, in Bangladesh there are several banks which are offering the online banking facilities. Among the public banks the private banks are one step ahead of bringing the facilities of online banking. Prime Bank Ltd, Dhaka Bank Ltd, BRAC Bank Ltd, Eastern Bank Ltd, Dutch Bangla Bank already provide the facilities to their customers. Most of these banks are offering the ATM service to the customer for ease of their use.

Halperin (2001) examined that, online banking plays an effective role for the betterment of the organization-reduction of operation cost, increase revenue of the organization. For example, online banking service helps the financial institute to reduce the expenditureon
physical structure, also online banking has more expertise on collecting information and management. With the emerging of online banking service banks has more flexibility and operating their system.

Ahsan (2009) said that, by doing online transaction the gross domestic product (GDP) will increase and Bangladesh will achieve the Millennium development goals.

There are some advantages of adapting E-banking. It is convenient to use; people can operate easily in internet banking. The services are offered in a minimum cost. Customers do not need to spend a lot of money for using this. The customer can connect anywhere any time by the help of E banking service. For that reason, banks can assure their best service quality and faster delivery of information to their customers, customer prefer the online banking because it saves the valuable time of the customer, it makes transaction of innovative products at a low cost and encourage the queue management that is one of the significant part of e-banking service quality. (Gonzalez et al,2008; Singhal and Padmanabhan, 2008; Brodie ae al,2007; Williamson,2006; Beer, 2006; Cooper, 1997; IAMAI’s, 2006 and Joseph etal,1999)

**Categorization of Electronic banking service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation of electronic banking</th>
<th>Back office</th>
<th>Front office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First generation</td>
<td>Ledger</td>
<td>Cash dispensers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Head office MIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second generation</td>
<td>Transaction processing</td>
<td>Telephone bill payment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACHs</td>
<td>POS system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generation of information for record keeping</td>
<td>Check verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fund transfer</td>
<td>ATMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third generation</td>
<td>On time transaction processing</td>
<td>Automatic fund transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centralized processing at countrylevel</td>
<td>On line banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet banking</td>
<td>Home banking electronic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interbank transaction processing</td>
<td>Direct deposit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lock box check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic fund transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet banking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Raihan, Ananya. 1998
CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
1. Methodology:

To complete the internship report I had to collect information’s from different sources. I had collected information’s from the website of Bank Asia limited. I had taken the interview from the employees who are working in Bank Asia. Also, survey questionnaires were given to the customers to learn about their attitude towards the E-banking of Bank Asia limited. Moreover, I had used the annual report of Bank Asia. So, there are two types of sources from where the data are collected. They are-

**Primary source:** The primary source was very important source to find out about the actual response of the questions. At first, I had collected data from the website, later on I gathered information form the customers that visited in the Bank Asia Banani Branch. As the report is based on the satisfaction level of customer regarding the service of Bank Asia the customer could give the accurate result of this questions. Moreover, I also made the conversation with the employees of Bank Asia about the feedback that customer provide to them. For that reason I got the clear view of two parties and make compare their points.

**Secondary Source:** The secondary source is as important as the primary source. I took help from the website of Bank Asia where I found the different features they are providing to their customer. Also, I have taken information from different research paper, journal, case study, article for gathering information about the topic.

Sample size: To collect the data from the customers a survey questionnaires form was given to the customers. To get the accurate data the sample size of my survey was 60. The targeted people were the customers who visited in Bank Asia limited Banani.
CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Analysis and Interpretation of Data

It is very essential to find out the internal information regarding the products and services of Bank Asia. If we do not know about that products and services, we will not able to find out accurate result to improve that. The products and services of Bank Asia Online banking is given below.

**Products of Online banking:** More or else every bank has same kinds of product in internet banking. These products are 24 hours available for giving facilities to the customers. The products that are available in internet banking they give the same service to the customer that customer get it from visiting bank physically. The main part of the products are they lessen the hazards of the customers.

ATM: The full abbreviation of ATM is automated teller machine. The ATM is a telecommunication computerized device that allows the customer to do financial transaction except the need of any paperwork or standing in a big line. Customer can easily can withdraw their money from the help of the ATM Card.

Electronic Transfer Fund: From the new innovation of the internet banking people can transfer their fund in their bank and also in the other banks.

E-Statement: sometimes for getting a verification from bank people have to bring the bank statement. Now people can get the e transaction history of their own account also they can get the downloads copy of the E-statement.

Internet bill payment: Few years back people need to stand in a line only to give the bill of the electricity, gas. But now people can easily give their bills through internet. The Bank Asia provides the service like others to the customer.

Balance and transaction update: People now can get all the information without going to bank. Customer just have to log in to their id and get the balance and transaction profile of their account. In that way people have more idea about their account.

Tele banking: Sometimes some company or client want to transfer huge money for that reason the bank calls up them and confirm the transaction. Now people can complete different transaction over phone like fund transfer, bill payment etc.

Mobile Banking: Mobile banking means through mobile people can have their transaction. Bank Asia have developed an application “SMART APP” for transaction through mobile.
SMART APP provides some lucrative to the customers. Like they can now transfer funds from their account, they can pay their bill internet, they can now their balance of their account.

Debit card: Debit card is the system from which we can purchase alternative of money. It minimizes to carry a huge amount of money. To get money customers need to press the pin to the machine and then when the code matches the customer will get their money.

Credit card: The credit card also a card that provides the customer to do a transaction. The difference between debit card and credit card is that does not remove money from the account. The customer can take the amount what they want but they have to return this with an interest rate. Basically, credit card lends money to the customer for doing their transaction.

POS: POS means point of sale. It can be found almost in every restaurant, shopping mall to pay. Consumer can easily pay through POS. People can swipe up their card make their payment clear. In hotel, restaurant, shopping mall the POS is widely established. It minimizes the trouble of the consumers to carry and withdraw money.

Services of Bank Asia Online banking: Along with the products of Bank Asia online banking they also deliver some services to the customers. The online banking means with the help of any computer if any banking services are complete then it is under the online banking service. The online banking service saves the valuable time of the customers, work faster and smoothly than before, help to grow sustainable way of development. A list of service of Bank Asia online banking is given below.

1. Credit Card

With the increase of diverse group of customers, the varieties of credit cards have been introduced in Bank Asia. The list of Credit card is given below.

1. Bank Asia Master Card
2. Gold Bank Asia Master
3. Card Silver
4. Bank Asia International Credit
5. Card Bank Asia VisaGold
6. Bank Asia Visa
Mechanism of Internet Banking service

Security Device Mechanism:

The most important fact of accepting internet banking is to have a strong security device mechanism. Consumers will be engaged and proactive in using E-banking technology if the security mechanism is very strong and secure. As the concept of E banking is quite new the organization should design it user friendly as well as secured for the consumers. To avail this facility and to assure the information to be protected Bank Asia insure the strong security device. By using the security device one can easily protect their personal information. The security device produces security code for enter into the personal banking service where customer’s personal information is saved. This security code is continuously change to ensure the security of the user and every code is different from another code. If the person does not have the security code they cannot run their account. Users need to have the security code every time to log in the personal internet banking.

E-Statement:

The main purpose of E-Statement is to reduce the use of paper work. The E-statement is replaced the paper statement and delivers the account information of the users. Users can get the bank statement of account from E-Statement.

Personal internet Banking (PIB) have some facilities for users:

- Check account balance and transaction of user’s account
- Transfer of fund within other bank accounts
- Pay bills online (Electricity, WASA, DESCO, DPDC)
- Make payment of mobile phone

Pay Bill online:

- People can pay their own bill and they do not need to go to bank physically
- Users can get the service available for 24 hours
- People can avail these facilities without any paperwork or application
- Users can change, remove the payment if it is unnecessary
- Facilitate up auto execution of payment on a scheduled date
BANK ASIA SMART BANKING APP

Bank Asia invented SMART BANK application for the customer to get their service in a simplest way. This application is designed in a way where customer can get their service by the help of a smart phone. Previously customer needed to go to bank physically for getting service however by invented this new application SMART APP they can avail these services at home. Users can get services regardless of their location. That saves time, cost of the users. For that reason, customer’s satisfaction towards Bank Asia has been increased. There are some services that are offering SMART BANKING APP. They are given below.

- Customers can transfer their fund both in the Islamic and conventional account
- Not only transfer their fund in between their bank accounts users can transfer to the other banks from the Electronic Fund Transfer
- The SMART App facilitate us with the service of recharge on our mobile.
- Consumer can provide the utility bill that include the WASA, DESCO, DPDC easily from their application.
- The application can provide the instruction to complete a service
- Users can stop the cheque payment
- They can view the cheque statement of their account
- Users can find out the balance statement of their account
- Statement can be displayed from this application.
- People can change their password if there is any security concern issue happen.
- The location of BANK Asia branches are easily finding out from SMART App.
- From the BANK Asia SMART App we can find out the ATM location
**How to run SMART APP:**

At first users have to download the SMART APP from play store and After that, the users have to request for the activation of the application After doing the request for activation users need to go the nearest bank Asia branch to complete the E-banking application form When the procedure of registration is completed within 72 hours of a confirmation SMS will be sent to the users.
Using instruction of BANK Asia Smart App:

The SMART App of Bank Asia is invented for providing the user-friendly service to the customers. To login the SMART App at first a registration is required. After doing the registration an OTP (One-time password) will be generated. OTP only works for one time in registration. After given the OTP, the mail of password and id will come. So, registration is the first thing to do before log in to the application. After completing the registration, a confirmation message will come in mobile. The instruction of using this app is given below.

After the message of approval, the user can login to the SMART App. To login the app an id and password will require. Bank Asia team will send the password in the email of the users after completing the 72 hours of registration.

Source:

After successfully login to the application a page will appear. In this page every services of the application are clearly stated. From this application people can get various types of services. While previously people had to go to bank physically to get this, now they can by themselves can get the services. The applications serve the people in a greater extent. From using this application people can recharge their mobile, check account balance, provide utility bill, fund transfer from their account, give credit card bills.
Previously when we had to know the balance of our account we needed to go to the bank and get the balance of our account. However now with the help of SMART App people can learn about their balance of the account.

Process: Users can simply click on the A/C balance menu bar and get the information of the balance. It saves the time of the customer.
Also people can get the account statement from the help of SMART app where people can see the transaction date, withdrawal and deposit money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Transaction Date</th>
<th>Debit Amount</th>
<th>Credit Amount</th>
<th>Balance</th>
<th>Narration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>01/04/2018</td>
<td>2,96,190.23</td>
<td>2,96,779.34</td>
<td>589.11</td>
<td>Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10/04/2018</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3,250.00</td>
<td>3,839.11</td>
<td>TRF RE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25/04/2018</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>32,100.00</td>
<td>35,939.11</td>
<td>TRF RE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30/04/2018</td>
<td>6,000.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>29,939.11</td>
<td>Cash w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>07/05/2018</td>
<td>28,000.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1,939.11</td>
<td>Cash w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fund Transfer: Bank Asia users now can transfer their fund very easily from their account to another account. From the Electronic Fund Transfer users can transfer money.
Transfer money within the bank: The users of BANK Asia can transfer money from within Bank Asia. An OTP (One-time password) will send to your phone for accessing the account. There are two different options for putting the source from where the money has been transferred and another source where the money will be transferred.


**Transfer money to other bank account**: The SMART APP not only transfer money from their banks but also it gives service in transferring money to another banks. To avail this service the users, need to click on the Other bank account (EFT) rather than clicking on Bank Asia account. Like transferring account within the bank here the users need to go through to fill up some information. The users have to write the source account and destination bank details. Here users need to fill up the bank code, branch name, and branch code for proper way of transferring money.
Recharge in mobilephone:

The users of Bank Asia can recharge in both of the pre-paid and postpaid account. Almost every mobile company user can recharge their talk time through this application. To get this service users only have to add the mobile operator that they use, select whether it is pre-paid or post-paid sim, the quantity of money people wants to recharge. Pre-paid users can recharge from fifty taka to one thousand taka and the postpaid users can recharge from one hundred taka to two thousand takas.


Utility bill payment: Users can pay their utility bill for DESCO, DPDC and WASA from the help of SMART APP. whereas people had to stand before the line just to give utility bills but the scenario has changed. People can give utility bill seating at their house. The instruction of utility bill payment process is given below.
**Cheque status Enquiry:** People can find out about the check status of the cheque of your account by checking this from this application. For that reason, users need to write the leaf type and put date to learn about the cheque status of user’s account. The instruction is given below.

**Others service of Bank Asia SMART App:** People can get the information of the Branch location, ATM location from the login page of the users. At first the user has to login to his account and after that he has to click on sync for getting the ATM locations and Branch location of Bank Asia.


To analysis and interpret of the data examine a survey questionnaire I made to have a clear idea about the customer’s attitude toward online banking system. Survey there are different scenario is found out. It is not possible only rely on the employees and secondary source. When we get the proper response towards anything from the users only then a conclusion can be happened. The survey result gives the proper result of the attitude towards E-banking of the Bank Asia users. The result of the survey is given below.
1. Gender

I had to collected data from the users who are the customer of Bank Asia Banani branch. Both male and female customer visited in Banani Bank Asia branch. Most of the customers of Bank Asia was the working people who are doing job in agency, banks, and universities. Almost male and female have the same ratio in visiting to the bank. The percentage of the male was 54.3% and the percentage of female was 45.7%.

2. Age

There were various types of people came to the bank. There are no fixed aged group of people in the bank. For that reason, I keep the ratio of age from 18 to 56. However, most of the customers were in between 25-36 aged people.
3. Profession:

The customers of Bank Asia came to bank for different reasons. Some of them are service holder, some of them are businessman. So according to the professional variety I have keep businessman, service holder, student, housewife, doctor in a unit of profession. 40% of the people’s profession is service holder. About 32.9% of the people’s profession is business. The student also has a small portion in my survey. 8.6% of the sample is student.

![Pie chart showing the distribution of professions.]

4. Income range:

When asking about the income range of the customers it has found out that, the range of salary is quite of the users of Bank Asia. So, I keep the salary range from 31000 to more than 100000 Taka approximately. About 38.6% people’s salary in between 31000 Taka to 50000 Taka. 31.4% people's monthly income in between 51000 Taka to 70000 Taka. In my survey 15.7% of people have monthly earning more than 1 lakh taka. 14.3% people have the income range from 71000 taka to 100000 Taka.
5. How long have you using internet banking service of bank Asia?

People who visited the bank maximum use the internet banking service. However, the internet banking service is new thing for them. For that reason, I keep the option from less than 6 months to 2 year. About 37.3% people use this for 1 year, 29.8% people use this for 2 years, 13.4% people use this for 6 months and 19.4% people use this less than 6 months.
6. Services is effective

The useful service drives the customers to take the internet banking. The internet banking has some exclusive products and services for that reason customer want to utilize this for their betterment. Among the services I have categorized bill payment, check balance, inter account transfer, top up services. About 32.9% are using their service to give bill payment, 18.6% people take service for doing both checking balance, inter account transfer.

![Among this services which one is effective to use?](image)

7. Do you use SMART APP?

The application Smart App launched 2 years ago. With the help of this application people can be benefited in a great extent. Bank Asia completely engage their employees in advertise and improving their quality. For that reason, 80% of the customer responded yest to the question of using the SMARTAPP.
8. Among this service which one is effective to use

There are different kinds of services available in online banking service of Bank Asia. People are utilizing their services according to their need. Among the services- bill payment, check balance, inter account transfer, top up are very popular to the customers.

9. Why are you use this?

People are now familiar with the application SMART APP because of the exclusive services. There are several reasons for that people use the application. From the result of the survey it can be found out that, 34.4% people use this because it is convenient to use. The application is user friendly and easy to use for that reason customers use this application. Another essential
Reason is people use the application because it saves the time of the users. 25.7% people find that, it saves the time of the people.

10. How satisfied you are with Internet banking service of Bank Asia?

While asking about the satisfaction level of the customer towards the online banking service they happily claimed that they are very much satisfied about their online banking service. They hardly face any interrupt to use these services. For that reason, the customers claimed that, 41.4% of the customers claimed that they are satisfied with the online service of the bank Asia. Moreover, 30% of the people are very satisfied with the services provided by Bank Asia. In addition, 24% are neutral about the internet banking services. Lastly, 2.9% and 1.4% customers are dissatisfied with the services of Bank Asia. For that reason, it can be said that, except a small portion of the customer, a large amount of people are very much satisfied with the internet service of Bank Asia. So, the Bank Asia is going to their goal in establish their concept to the consumer’s mind.
11. Do you believe Bank Asia should improve their service?

When I asked about the further improvement of the online service of Bank Asia the customers responded that 45.7% are agree about the improvement. Also, 34.3% customers are strongly agreed with the improvement of the service of the Bank Asia. Maximum amount of the customer wants to Bank Asia to develop their services. 15.7% are neutral after asking the question.

12. Rate the E-banking service of Bank Asia?

When it was about rating the bank Asia E-banking service 41.4% people claimed that the services are very good. They have a positive response towards the E-banking service of Bank ASIA. Moreover, 24.3% people said that the services is excellent. They do not need any further complain about their service. Moreover, 20% of people said the services is good.
Lastly, 11.4% claimed that the services are fair enough to use. So, overall almost a maximum amount of people is rated the service very positive way.

13. What facilities they can provide to improve their service? Please comment below.

The question was created for getting suggestion from the customers for further improvement of the online service of Bank Asia. The concept of E-Banking is quite new to the customers. The customers give different suggestions to Bank Asia. Customers claimed that, the service quality of Bank Asia should be updated, developed so that people can take the facilities from their services. Moreover, they claimed that, the bank should come up with new and innovative service option for the customers. Also, they said that, they have to keep pace with the new technology and upgrade their product and services for the customers. However, few customers said that, there is no need to change and develop of the services the services are good enough to use. But the authority of Bank Asia should concern and take steps to solving the problem the customers are facing.
CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS
**Findings:**

From doing the internship report and from the result there are few things enlightened about the attitude towards the customer on the online banking of Bank Asia limited. The findings of the report are given below.

- Customers are much rely on the online banking service of Bank Asia than before, because they believe it online services serve the effortless service to the customers.

- From the survey it can be said that, almost everyone is very much satisfied with the online banking service of Bank Asia. 41.4% of the customer are satisfied with the internet banking service of Bank Asia.

- Customers find out that, the features of the online banking service are very useful and reliable to them. For that reason, customer use the online banking in an important sector like- transfer money from one account to another account.

- People have the clear idea about the new application of online banking service “SMART APP”. People are more focused to use these services. They take the benefits from this application because of the exclusive services that the application provides to them.

- The acceptance of online banking among people is increased in a great extent. People have grown an optimistic view towards the online service rather than before.
CHAPTER-6: RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations:

- After completing the analysis and findings part of the topic “Customer satisfaction toward online banking in Bank Asia” there are some realistic and practical recommendation. They are given below.

- Customers are more reliable and focused to the online banking service, for that reason Bank Asia should invest a huge amount of assets on this project.

- From the findings it can be seen that, customers are prefer the recent services however they want more exclusive services for their betterment.

- The cost of charging to the customers for internet banking should not be increased, they should keep stable for attracting to the customers.

- The internet banking experience of a customer should be very effortless, updated and faster.

- Every suggestion come from the users should give priority and have to work on this matter.

- If necessary, a new group of customer service center should be established only to solve the internet banking services.

- The employees of Bank Asia should train up to give facilities to the customers regarding internet services. Also, they have to be empathic to hear about the problems customer face regarding using the internet banking service.

- If any updated service and application arrive in the internet service the Bank should informed them through sending email or sending message.

- The employees should give proper knowledge and training to deliver proper knowledge and instruction to use the online banking.

- With the updated version of service and according to the demand of the customers Bank should provide the new service to their customers.

- Bank Asia should establish ATM booth to the areas where they are not available to serve the customer’s demand.

- Bank Asia should aware and concern about the security and confidential matters of transaction.
**Conclusion:**

Nowadays the use of internet is increased day by day. Every aspect of the life the use of internet is taking places. To keep pace with this development Bank Asia is following the footsteps to utilize internet to providing global services to the customer. If we observe the scenario then we can realize that, by providing the online service to the customers the customers are not alone benefited. The bank and the country also get beneficial from adapting online services to the customers. When the bank will deliver more efficient, updated, cost effective products and services to the customers the customer will use their service again. They will be satisfied towards their products and services. If the retention grows up the ultimate growth and usage of their product will also increase. So, ultimately the revenue of the bank will increase. Moreover, if customers are engaged to invest in the banking service in the long run the country will be benefited. So, there is no one sided benefit for delivering the online service to the customers.

Adapting the online banking service to the customer is a new concept for Bangladesh. Banks are serving the customers through providing exclusive products and services to fulfill the needs of the customers. Banks are providing some services like- checking balance, inter transfer of balance to the customers, payment of bills, top up services. These services were not so easy to be completed. But with the help of the updated technology online banking is serving to the customer in a very effective way.

So, the main duty of the bank is to provide the time demanding products and services to the customers. The customer should never feel that, they have sacrificed their security and open up their personal information for the world. The banks should take the need of the customer on top of everything hence customers will feel priority. They have to keep that in their mind that, if they can ensure the customer retentions by providing online banking service to the customer bank should take a step forward to develop it. By giving the excellency service to the customers, customers can grow a positive picture of the bank. The bank should invest and develop their online banking services to gaining the customer's satisfaction toward online banking service.
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Appendix

Internship report topic: Customer satisfaction toward online banking service of Bank Asia, Banani Branch

QUESTIONAIERS:

1. Gender?
   a. Male
   b. Female

2. What is your age?
   a. 18-24
   b. 25-34
   c. 35-44
   d. 45-54

3. What is your occupation?
   a) Service holder
   b) Businessman
   c) Housewife
   d) Student
   e) Others

4. What is your monthly income?
   a. 15000 Tk
   b. 20000 Tk
   c. 25000 Tk
   d. More than 25000 Tk

5. Do you use internet banking service?
   a. Yes    b. No

If the answer is no then please explain why it is so?
Comment:
6. How long you have been using the internet service of bankAsia?
   a) 2 year
   b) 1 year
   c) 6 months
   d) less than 6 months

7. Among these services which one is very effective to use in internetbanking?
   a) Bill payment
   b) Check balance
   c) Inter account transfer
   d) Top up
   e) all of them

8. Do you use the new app of Bank Asia called “SMARTAPP”
   a) Yes
   b) No

9. Why are you using internetbanking?
   a) Cost Effective
   b) Convenient
   c) Save Time
   d) Secured
10. How satisfied you are with your e banking service?
   a) Very satisfied
   b) Satisfied
   c) Neutral
   d) Dissatisfied

11. The app “Bank Asia smart app” saves the time of yours-
   a) Strongly agree
   b) Agree
   c) Neutral
   d) Disagree
   e) Strongly disagree

12. How satisfied you are with the service of E-banking?
   a) Very satisfied
   b) Satisfied
   c) Neutral
   d) Dissatisfied
   e) Very dissatisfied

13. Do you believe Bank Asia should improve their service in e-banking?
   a) Strongly agree
   b) Agree
   c) Neutral
   d) Disagree
   e) Strongly disagree
14. Do you think Bank Asia should improve their E-banking service?
   
   a) Yes  
   b) No  

15. Rate the E-banking service of Bank Asia?
   
   a) Excellent  
   b) Very good  
   c) Good  
   d) Fair  
   e) Poor  

16. What facilities they can provide to improve their service? Please comment below.